Abstract. In this paper, an algorithm is given for calculating roots via Newton's method initialized with a piecewise best starting approximation.
initialized with a linear polynomial on [1/8, 1/2] . Here the interval [1/8, 1/2] was divided into five subintervals in order to satisfy these constraints.
For the case of microcomputers, these algorithms can be incorporated as firmware to calculate roots. In [2] , [3] square root routines based on this theory were developed for 8-bit and 16-bit microprocessors. For the 16-bit routine, the goal was to develop an algorithm which would give 15 bits of accuracy after one Newton iteration initialized with a linear polynomial and have as its domain of application all numbers of the form X = {//2 }._,i4
• In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to partition the point set into X = Xx U X2 U X3, Xx = X n (1/4, cl],X2 = X n (Cj, c2] and X3 = X n (c2, 1] for appropriately chosen c, and c2. Treating each of these three sets independently, it is possible to develop a square root algorithm satisfying the constraints listed above (with the exception of the domain constraint). Thus, the algorithm used a piecewise best linear polynomial starting approximation. Specifically, given y > 0, this algorithm would first compute an integer k and a real number xGIso that y = 22k • x (argument reduction). Next, it would determine which subset (X,, X2 or X3) contains x and then evaluate the appropriate piece of the best linear starting approximation at x. This value is then used to initialize one Newton iteration for calculating square roots. The result of this iteration is then multiplied (shifted) by 2k, and this value is returned as the desired square root. This algorithm was compared with the corresponding direct and Cordic type of methods [18] ) including Chen's modified version [4] , and was found to be preferable for the types of architectures considered.
The organization of this paper is the following: Section 2 contains a summary of the definitions and basic theoretical results of best starting approximations, Section 3 gives our general results, and Section 4 gives specific examples of this theory for calculating square roots, reciprocal square roots using a divide-free iteration, and cube roots, each subject to certain design constraints. The major intent of this paper is to provide guidance for the implementation of these ideas as mathematical software. Observe that NQi)ix), for fixed x, is simply the result of one Newton iteration for calculating x1^" with hix) as its starting approximation (or initial guess). That is, the formula for A is simply the result of applying Newton's method to y" -x = 0,x fixed. As usual, we also define A" by N"(h)(x) = A(A"_ l(h))(x), the result of v Newton 
A ¡n
From the general theory of uniform relative approximation [1] , it is known that Rix)
exists, is unique and can be calculated by various methods; see, for example, [8] . In fact [7] , [11] , if IK*1/" -EC*))/*1'"!! = X, then R *(jc) = yR(x), where xl'n -NviR)ix)
AI"
In closing this section, we would like to remark that a theory of best (absolute) starting approximations for calculating roots, i.e. infÄGRmia b]II*1'" -^"(^)(*)ll.
v a positive integer is neither as well developed nor as rich as the corresponding relative theory. It is known [10] that best absolute starting approximations exist, are unique and can (in theory) be calculated by a Remes-type algorithm or a generalized differential correction algorithm [7] . Whether or not best absolute starting approximations are a multiple of some other well-known approximation to jc1'" is not known (they are not a multiple of the best uniform approximation to x1!") and optimal partitioning results, corresponding to what we shall prove for the relative case, are not known.
Thus, unless explicitly stated to the contrary, we shall be concerned with the relative theory in what follows.
3. Theoretical Results. In this setting, we wish to first state a lemma that is well known for the case of best relative approximations for roots. Proof. This follows via the change of variable x = t/p. D Using this result, we are able to prove our optimal partitioning result. The flavor of this result is the following. Suppose that one wishes to subdivide the interval [a, ft], 0 < a < ft, into v subintervals and calculate nth roots on [a, ft] by actually calculating nth roots independently on each subinterval. Then it turns out that there exists a unique partitioning of [a, ft] into v subintervals such that the relative error of approximating xx I" with a Newton iterate initialized on each subinterval with the best starting approximations for that subinterval is minimal over all such partitions of [a, ft] and, in fact, the relative error on each subinterval is the same. This result is an extension of a result of James and Jarratt [9] . In this paper, a similar result is proven for computing square roots via Newton's method initialized with the best relative approximation to the square root (two other initializations were also considered). 
and since a > 0, and the degree of the polynomial in the brackets in the numerator is less than or equal to (9P + 9ß), which is less than or equal to k + m -2d, we see holds. This in turn implies (proof following) that d, < c, for 0 </ </,, and d-< c;-for /, </ < v, which is a contradiction as dv = cv = ft. We prove that df < cy-for 0 </ </x and d-< cy for/, </ < t> by an inductive argument, as follows. Note that d0 = c0 = a. Assume that d-< c;-holds for some /, 0 </ </, -1. Then d¡+, < c1dJa by our original assumption so that c/-+1 < Cq1I"cv'"dj < Cq 'vcv'vCj = cJ+1. To see that this is also true for tí replaced with tj', / a positive integer, one need only observe that A is a strictly pointwise monotone onesided operator [10] . What this implies is that A(i?) (jc) > x1/n for x G [a, ft] and Rix) ± xlln, and if A(Ä,) (7) > A(7?2) (7) for some y G for the best relative approximation to x1/" from 11, on [a, ft] and, therefore, also for the best starting approximation from 11, for calculating nth roots on [a, ft]. See reference [14] , where this result has appeared. We shall simply summarize the situation here.
Theorem 2. Fix the interval [a, ft], 0 < a < ft. Then the best ilinear) relative approximation to x1!" on [a, ft] from fI,,p(X) = ax + ß, is given by
where (6) and (7) jba1!" -aft1/")(l -X) Proof. By referring to the proof of Theorem 1, we know that the error curve E(x) = 1 -'pix)lxlln = 1 -(ax + ß)lxll" must have precisely three extreme points, a, £, ft, a < £ < ft, and that p will satisfy the following system (the unknowns are a, ß, £andX)
1 -a-1l"iaa + 0) = X, l-r1/n(aE + 0) = -X,
where the fourth equation is the derivative of the error curve at £ set equal to 0. Also, since the best linear relative approximation is unique, we have that there exists one and only one solution to this system. Solving simultaneously for a and ß in terms of 1 -X in equations 1 and 3 give (4) and (5) of the theorem. Substituting this in equation 4 gives an expression for %, and then substituting all these values in equation 2 gives the formula for X. D Corollary 1. The best starting approximation from II, for calculating nth roots is p *(x) = ypix), where p is defined in Theorem 3 and y is given by (3). D 4. Examples. In this section, we give specific examples of the above theory for computing square roots, reciprocal square roots using a divide-free Newton iteration and, finally, cube roots. In the first two examples we shall only use best starting approximations from II, and consider what happens when at most two Newton iterations are required. For the cube root case we shall also consider other classes of rational functions for the initialization of the Newton iteration. . An algorithm for calculating square roots based on (a, 4a] will have the following components. First of all, the algorithm will have a scaling feature. Thus, to find \fy,y > 0, the algorithm will first scale y; that is, it will calculate m, an integer for which y = 22mx and x G (a, 4a]. Then, if a subdivison of the interval (a, 4a] is being used, the algorithm will determine which subinterval contains x and evaluate the appropriate piece of the best piecewise starting approximation.
Next, it will compute one or more Newton iterates, A(n) (x) = VzQiix) + x/n(x)),to calculate \/x using the above theory to get a best starting approximation on (a, 4a]. It will then multiply (shift) this final value by 2m and return this for the value \fy.
For n = 2 the formulas of Theorem 2 and (3) for the interval [a, ft] reduce to X = ft1'4 -a1'4'
In Table 1 we give three examples of this theory for computing square roots using best piecewise linear starting approximations. In this table, the column headed by p *ix) gives the best piecewise starting approximation corresponding to the subinterval on which it is defined (which appears in the same row and to the right of p *ix)). The (absolute relative) error of approximation after one and two Newton iterations is given in the tj and tj2 columns, respectively. All calculations were done on a hand calculator (Texas Instrument SR-56) and all digits occurring at the end of the calculation are given for the coefficients, whereas the values for r? and 172 have been rounded to three places.
As remarked earlier, the third case in Table 1 was used as a guide for constructing a 16-bit microprocessor square root routine [3] . Since the domain of application was to beX = {//216}2=2i4 + j, this example implies thatXshould be partitioned into X, UX2 UX3,whe7e*, = Wf™^ ,X2 = W^l'^^ndX, = {//216}2,! 2 85-This partition was then modified in [3] One reason for this was that we wanted the coefficients of the x term in each initialization piece to have nonzero bits in at most its three leading bits when written in binary. This allows the product of this coefficient and the inputed x value to be calculated by at most three shifts and two adds, which is a significant improvement over a full multiply in a microprocessor environment. (See [3] for a more complete discussion.) Table 2 ( Reciprocal Square Roots-Divide-Free Iteration. This amounts to applying the above theory with n = -2 to obtain approximations for 1/VJc, using an iteration that requires no divides. In this case, A(n) (x) = n(x) [3 -x • h2ix)] ¡2. In developing an algorithm using this iteration, we must again scale numbers as in the square root case. Thus, we shall assume that the scaling will be done with respect to an interval of the form (a, 4a]. In Table 2 , we shall give the best linear starting approximations for this algorithm when one uses the interval (1/2, 2], subdivides it into two subintervals, and subdivides it into six subintervals. Now, for this particular iteration on [a, ft], the formulas of Theorem 2 and (3) reduce to (12) _2(ft +a1/2ft1'2 +a)3/2 -33'2a1l2b1l2ib1l2 +all2) A_2(ft +a1/2ft1'2 +a)3>2 +33l2a1l2b1l2ib1'2 + a1'2) C. Cube Roots. For this particular example, we will also consider some nonlinear best starting approximations. In designing a cube root routine of this sort, one must first select an interval of application. The interval we shall use is (1/8, 1 ] . Thus, the final algorithm for computing \/y, y real, would have a scaling routine which (i) changes the sign of y if y < 0, and also changes the sign (to negative) of the computed cube root of -y, prior to returning a final approximation, and (ii) scales y (assume y > 0), i.e., compute y = 23mx, where m is an integer and x G (1/8, 1] . Next, the cube root of x is calculated according to the theory presented here, and this result is multiplied (shifted) by 2m and returned for \J\y\~. Finally, a sign change is performed, if necessary, as noted in (i). In Table 3 , for the interval (1/8, 1] and the partition of this interval into three subintervals, we shall give the best starting approximations from R™, 0 < m, n; m + n = k, k = 1, 2, 3, where m and n for fixed k are chosen so that the best starting approximation from Rm , (m, ñ) # (m, ri), 0 < ----" 3/-m, n; m + n = m + n does not give a better relative approximation for v* after one Newton iteration. These best starting approximations were calculated on a CDC-6400 where we found the best relative approximation to \fx on the interval in question discretized into equally spaced mesh points with a step size of n = 1/256 using [8] . Table 3 sub nterval(s)
. We then multiplied this function by the appropriate 7, given by (3), using the respective X. Finally, it should be noted that argument reduction can be done relative to intervals other than the form (a, 8a], a > 0. Another, frequently used, interval is (1/2, 1]. In this case, the post scaling phase will include a multiplication by 21'3, 2 ' or 1.
